Disclaimer: The thesis proposal shown below was developed in 1996. It is
intended as a guideline to structuring a thesis proposal. It should be seen as an
example of how to formulate major themes for analysis.
Outline of Thesis Proposal
"Constitutional Checks and Balances on the Commonwealth Executive"

Aims of Thesis
•
•
•
•

To identify the extent of the need for checks and balances on the exercise of executive power
within the modern Australian system of representative government.
To identify and critically evaluate the checks and balances currently operating in contemporary
Australian constitutional law and practice in relation to the exercise of executive power by
institutions of the executive government.
To make suggestions for clarification of the operation of such checks and balances where
necessary. Further, to suggest extensions and / or modifications to current checks and balances
where they may not be operating in an effective manner to control the powers of the executive.
To suggest practical ways in which certain suggested checks and balances might be incorporated
into Australian constitutional practice without necessarily relying on formal amendment of the
Commonwealth Constitution under the section 128 mechanism.

Reasons for the Inquiry
The need for different categories of powers to be exercised by separate institutions of government has
been recognised consistently in democratic political systems the world over. The argument for this has
been that over-centralisation of power can lead to corrupt government 1 . Thus, most modern democratic
systems of government are constructed in a way that separates different classes of governmental power
and vests each class of power in the control of a different organ of government. Under a political system
which incorporates such a "separation of powers" doctrine, executive, legislative and judicial powers are
vested in separate arms of government 2 .
Additionally, it has been noted that under a federal system, central and state powers are vested in
separate levels of government 3 . This type of separation of powers between different levels of
government may also be seen as a mechanism to prevent the concentration of too much power in the
hands of one centralised level of government 4 .
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This is the case in federations such as Australia, the United States and Canada.
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Despite the protections afforded to a democratic system by the separation of powers doctrine, most
democracies have developed other checks and balances on the exercise of various classes of powers. The
rationale for such checks and balances is to create additional protections for democracy by preventing
any class of power from being exercised in an uncontrolled or undesirable manner by a particular
institution of government.
One category of power that may be of particular concern if it is exercised in an unchecked manner is
executive power. At its most basic level, executive power is the power to "execute" or administer the
laws made by the legislature 5 . This entails the day to day carrying out of government programs that
have been established within various legislative frameworks. However, in practice, in many modern
representative democracies it is the executive arm of government that makes the significant
governmental decisions and drafts new governmental programs as bills which are presented to the
legislature for consideration. Where a party political system is in operation, and the members of the
executive government are drawn from the party with a majority in the legislature (or, in many cases, in
the lower chamber of a bicameral legislature), the executive will generally have the power to initiate and
carry out any governmental scheme, using the parliament that it controls to enact its desired programs
into law.
This is arguably the case in Australia where the members of the executive government are drawn from
the party with the majority in the House of Representatives 6 . Many commentators on the Australian
system of government have emphasised the difficulties inherent in such a system in terms of the
concentration of power in the executive government 7 . Hamer, for instance, has spoken out against the
perceived over-concentration of power in the Commonwealth executive government:

[The Commonwealth Parliament] is totally useless as a legislature,
merely acting as a rubber stamp for the bills produced by the
governmental party. As an example of its performance, during the
twelve years from 1976 to 1987, under two different governments,
when nearly 2,000 bills were passed, not a single opposition
amendment to any of them was accepted - with the exception of two
bills which were handled by an experimental procedure, an experiment
that was soon stopped by government. 8
Hamer's concern, which has been recognised by others 9 , is that notwithstanding that the
Commonwealth Constitution embodies a separation of powers doctrine in theory, the practical reality
is that the executive, not the parliament, controls the operation of Commonwealth legislative power.
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See, for example, the definition of "executive" in Bird, R., (ed), Osborn's Concise Law Dictionary
(7 ed) (1983) Sweet & Maxwell: London, 140; see also, Booker, K., Glass, A. and Watt, R.,
Federal Constitutional Law: An Introduction (1994) Butterworths: Australia, 124.
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President heads the executive government, the major officeholders of which are appointed by him / her,
whereas the Congress (the United States legislature) is separately elected by the citizens.
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Thus, there may be an over-concentration of governmental power (of a mixed legislative and
executive character) in the one arm of government, the executive 10 .
Other practical realities within the Australian system of government suggest that this may be the case.
One example may be the fact that the executive arm of government has often been granted very broad
regulation-making powers under various pieces of legislation, obviously at the instigation of the
executive government itself. The High Court has held this practice to be unobjectionable, despite the
separation of powers doctrines 11 .
From these observations, several points can be made about the effectiveness of the separation of powers
doctrine as a protection against the over-concentration of government functions in the executive in
Australia. The first point is that there is not a strict separation of powers between the executive and
legislative arms of government at the Commonwealth level in Australia 12 . The members of the
executive are drawn from the legislature 13 and, in the modern party political system, the executive
represents the party with the majority in the lower house and exercises effective control over both
executive and legislative power in the usual case' 14 . Secondly, the High Court seems unwilling, at least
in some instances, to act as a check on the executive in terms of its exercise of significant amounts of
legislative power 15 .
Obviously, as Australian constitutional law and practice have developed, the separation of powers
doctrine has been first identified and then applied in a flexible way to the question of the separation of
legislative and executive power. However, alongside these developments has been the development of
other checks and balances on executive and legislative power which have been primarily aimed at
preventing the concentration of too much power in the same group of people. Sometimes these checks
and balances have been directed specifically at the executive, and other times at the parliament,
particularly the House of Representatives as the chamber predominantly controlled by the executive
government of the day.
The object of this thesis will be to identify some of these checks and balances that exist within modern
Australian constitutional law and political practice. An attempt will then be made to evaluate critically
the operation of these mechanisms as effective checks on the overuse of power by one group of people,
particularly in situations where power may be exercised in a manner which could be regarded as
undemocratic. Suggestions will then be made as to areas in which the operation of some of these
mechanisms could be clarified or extended / modified to better achieve the aims for which they have
developed over time. Finally, consideration will be given to the best method for incorporation of these
suggested changes into Australian constitutional practice. It will be suggested that informal codification
of some of these ideas, perhaps in the form of a "Code of Practice" for the executive, may be preferable
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See section 64 of the Commonwealth Constitution which states that all government ministers
shall, within three months of their appointment, hold a seat in the House of Representatives or the
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There may be instances in which the executive government does not reflect the majority party in
parliament. For example, in the situation where no particular political party gains a clear majority in
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in some instances to relying on the section 128 amendment mechanism in the Constitution to effect
formal change. Advantages and disadvantages of such a Code of Practice will be dealt with in the final
section of the thesis.

Issues for Discussion
The following describes the types of issues likely to be discussed in the thesis.
The types of checks and balances proposed to be analysed in the thesis may include:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

temporal restraints on the accumulation of legislative and / or executive powers; for example,
fixed term appointments for parliamentarians;
the operation of the doctrine of responsible government in modern Australian representative
democracy;
judicial review of executive decisions;
judicial review of the legislative process;
judicial identification of implied rights in the Commonwealth Constitution which may impact on
the way in which certain political practices are conducted (for instance, conduct of federal
elections);
the potential for a Head of State to act as check on executive and / or legislative power; and
the Senate's power to function as a House of Review and sometimes as a more significant check
on activities of the House of Representatives and, effectively, the executive government of the
day.

Having evaluated the constitutional laws and practices that have developed since federation in relation to
the above, it should be possible to identify where there is room for improvement in this area.
Suggestions would then be made for ways in which the checks and balances which have developed in
the system might operate more effectively. Further, recommendations would be made for the
establishment of additional checks and balances.
Such recommendations for the future would include consideration of the following 16 :
1.

The reworking of the position of the Australian Head of State. This may be of particular
relevance in the lead up to the centenary of federation while there is still significant debate
over the issue of whether Australia should become a republic 17 . If the office of Head of State
were reconsidered, it would be appropriate to consider issues relating to the levels of
accountability owed to the Head of State by the executive government and the House of
Representatives.
This issue should be considered in conjunction with item 2 below. It would necessitate a
consideration of possible constitutional amendment in this area. Some suggestions for such
amendment have been made recently by several commentators in the area 18 .
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A number of the following issues are interconnected and account would need to be taken of this in
the structure of the thesis.
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2.

The total or partial identification and codification of some constitutional conventions relating to
the powers of the executive government, the legislature and the Head of State. This may be
particularly relevant in relation to a number of supposed conventions which were hotly
debated at the time of the 1975 constitutional crisis 19 . Such codification may give more
workable solutions to problems such as: (a) whether and, if so, when, the Senate has power to
block supply; (b) whether the Governor-General has power to act against the advice of his
Prime Minister; and, (c) identification of the circumstances in which a Prime Minister may be
regarded as acting "illegally" or "unconstitutionally".
Several commentators have suggested that codifying a number of conventions relating to
certain governmental practices would clarify many issues relating to the levels of
responsibility that certain institutions of government owe to each other; for instance, the
degree to which a Prime Minister may be accountable to a Head of State and vice versa, or the
degree to which the executive government may be accountable to one or both Houses of
Parliament 20 .
Codification could take place in a number of ways. Several options have been mooted in the
Turnbull Report 21 . These included the incorporation of such conventions into the text of the
Constitution, the enactment of legislation incorporating certain conventions, and the drafting
of a "Code of Practice" on conventions as a guide to executive decision-makers 22 .
Codification of conventions may also provide for the justiciability of certain conventions in
matters before the High Court which may, in turn, serve as an additional check on the exercise
of executive power.

3.

A reconsideration and potential reworking of constitutional provisions and/or constitutional
conventions relating to the doctrine of responsible government. This may clarify certain
significant issues relating to potential checks on the power of the executive. It might be that
the doctrine of responsible government needs to be reworked and somehow codified (either by
way of constitutional amendment or otherwise) to clarify issues such as: (a) the extent to
which the executive is actually responsible to parliament, if at all; and, (b) if there is executive
accountability to parliament in modern Australian democracy, the extent to which the
executive is accountable to the Senate, if at all. (Clearly there is an overlap here with item 2
above in terms of issues such as the possibility of codifying constitutional conventions that
impact on the operation of the doctrine of responsible government.)
It may be that the doctrine of responsible government is so fundamentally flawed in its
application to modern Australian political practice that it needs to be rejected decisively as a
check on executive power. If, in reality, the executive government controls the lower house,
there may no longer be any place for the doctrine of responsible government in Australian
constitutional law and practice. Therefore, the question of the very existence of the doctrine in
modern Australian politics needs consideration here.

4.

The clarification of the Senate's role as a check on executive power. Again, perhaps constitutional
amendment or some other kind of codification on the role of the Senate in modern Australian
political practice would clarify the situations in which the Senate may validly function as a
check on the executive. Issues that need clarification in modern Australian constitutional
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This refers to the events of 11 November 1975 (and the political activities which preceded them) which
culminated in the then Prime Minister, Gough Whitlam, being dismissed by the then Governor-General,
Sir John Kerr.
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practice include: (a) the extent to which the executive government may be responsible to the
Senate under the doctrine of responsible government (as noted in item 3 above) 23 ; (b) the
ability of the Senate (as opposed to the executive party controlled House of Representatives)
to take action against members of the administration for contempt of parliament; and (c) the
extent to which minority party and independent senators holding the balance of power in the
Senate should be considered to have a democratic mandate to veto or otherwise temper
executive government action in their role as members of parliament 24 .
Particular consideration may also need to be given to recent High Court pronouncements and
academic commentary on the nature of representative democracy in modern Australian
constitutional law and political practice and the role of the Senate within such conceptions of
democracy 25 . It may be that if the Senate is regarded as a more "democratic" chamber than
previously thought, this would support a notion that the executive owes some degree of
accountability to the Senate. The development and increasing use of powerful Senate
Committees in Australian political practice may also support such a line of reasoning.
However, the question may be put whether it is appropriate for the High Court in particular to
make sweeping statements about the nature of representative democracy in Australia. This
issue is taken up in item 5 below.
5.

Examination of the role of Commonwealth courts as checks on executive power and
suggestions for clarification/ extension of such checks. Under the separation of powers
doctrine as it operates in Australia, judicial power is separated quite strictly from legislative
and executive power 26 subject to some minor exceptions 27 . Thus, judicial power, as exercised
by the High Court and the Federal Court in particular has the potential to operate as a powerful
check on the executive. Questions therefore arise as to (a) the ways in which Commonwealth
courts have operated in the past as a check on executive power; and, (b) whether it is
necessary to clarify the extent to which courts may operate in such a way.
In terms of current practice, the ways in which courts may be seen to check the exercise of
executive power include the following:
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judicial comment about responsible government and representative democracy in Australia.
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•

Judicial review of administrative decisions under the Administrative Decisions (Judicial
Review) Act 1977 (Cth) (the "ADJR Act"). Under the ADJR Act the Federal court is
empowered to review certain decisions made by the executive government. This does
act as a check on the executive to some extent, but has certain pronounced limitations:
(a) the Federal Court can only check executive action in cases specifically brought
before it - it cannot comment on anything that does not arise as a dispute between two or
more parties; (b) as the powers of judicial review are granted by legislation, they may
also be removed by the parliament which, as noted above, is usually controlled
predominantly by the executive; (c) the Federal Court is limited by the provisions of the
ADJR Act in relation to the type of decisions it may review, the factors it may take into
account in reviewing such decisions and the types of orders it may make.

•

High Court decisions which impact directly on administrative decisionmakers. Some
High Court decisions reviewing the discretion exercised by administrative decisionmakers may also operate to some extent as a check on the misuse of executive power.
The Teoh case 28 is an example of the High Court making a decision (on the impact of
international treaties on Australian law) which affected the executive's ability to make
decisions in particular ways.
The result of the Teoh case was that administrative decision-makers were bound to have
regard to the terms of relevant international treaties when exercising decision making
functions. This may be regarded as a type of judicial check on executive function in the
sense that it regulated the way in which certain executive activities were to be
conducted.
However, the inherent disadvantages in relying on this class of High Court
decisions as an effective check on misuse of executive power are: (a) such
decisions are generally a result of a dispute between two or more parties being sent
to the High Court on appeal on a significant point of constitutional or international
law so it they will only arise rarely and in a piecemeal fashion; and (b) it seems
that such decisions can be overridden in practice by simple executive directive,
and certainly by legislation 29 .

•

Judicial intervention in the legislative process. The High Court has considered the
question of whether it has the constitutional power to make pronouncements on the
validity of bills before they receive the Royal Assent in cases where a mandatory
requirement of the legislative process 30 has not been observed 31 . There has never
been a decisive High Court pronouncement to clarify the Court's ability to make
such pronouncements. However, if this question could be clarified in the
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Mason CJ (as he then was) and Deane J in Teoh expressly recognised that the inferences drawn by
the High Court in relation to legitimate expectations created by the executive government's
ratification of a treaty would only operate in the absence of "statutory or executive indications to the
contrary". In the wake of the Teoh case, the executive government did issue a directive that
contradicted the High Court's decision in the case (see joint statement by Senator Gareth Evans and
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affirmative, an additional check on executive power may be created. By checking
the way in which parliament, at least the lower house of which is usually
controlled by the executive, seeks to enact legislation, the High Court may have
power to prevent certain undesirable consequences from arising as a result of the
invalid passage of bills through parliament. As has been recognised in the past, it
is not necessarily sufficient that invalidly enacted legislation is usually subject to
subsequent challenge in the High Court as the parties who seek to challenge an
invalid enactment may lose standing subsequent to the enactment of the legislation 32 .
This is of particular concern as the parties seeking to challenge compliance with the
legislative process in relation to Commonwealth bills may often be members of
opposition parties who are usually in a position of disempowerment in parliament as a
result of the executive's effective control of the lower house.
•

Discovery of implied rights in the Constitution. A final way in which the High Court
may be seen as operating as a check on the exercise of executive power in practice is a
consequence of the discovery of implied rights in the Constitution. The obvious
example is the implied guarantee of freedom of communication in relation to political
and governmental matters 33 . This guarantee has operated in practice as a fetter on the
ability of the Commonwealth Parliament (at the instigation of the Commonwealth
Executive) to enact legislation which limits the ability of politicians and electors to
speak freely in relation to political processes 34 . Criticisms have certainly arisen in
relation to the appropriateness of the decisions of the High Court in the area of implied
rights 35 . Ironically, such criticisms are often based on the separation of powers doctrine
itself. The argument is that by implying rights into the Constitution, the High Court is
really usurping the role of the parliament (and also the people at referendum) by itself
amending the Constitution without reference to the section 128 amendment procedure set
out in the Constitution.

It should be noted that the High Court does not currently operate as a check on legislative power
in terms of the enforcement of constitutional conventions. Although the High Court has
recognised the doctrine of responsible government and the existence of the various constitutional
conventions which underpin the doctrine36 , such conventions have been regarded in
constitutional practice as non-justiciable 37 .
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Some issues for consideration in the thesis in relation to the role of the High Court in particular
as a check on executive power may include:
(a)

To what extent, if at all, should constitutional conventions be justiciable? (This connects
with issues raised above in relation to the potential for codification of such conventions.

(b)

Is it appropriate for the High Court to uncover "implied rights" and make other
constitutional implications that impact as a check on executive power? 38 Should there
be some kind of constitutional limitations set down as to the extent to which the High
Court may make constitutional implications which have a significant impact on the
executive government's ability to carry out its programs? If so, what kind of limitations
should there be and how should they be incorporated into modern Australian
constitutional practice?

(c)

Is it appropriate for the High Court to comment on the nature of Australian
representative democracy in a manner that may impact on the executive's ability to
cover out some of its planned programs and additionally may impact on the operation
of certain constitutional conventions? For example, if recent High Court cases are
interpreted as describing the Senate as a more "representative" chamber than
previously thought, might this impact on conventions relating to the level of
accountability owed to the Senate by the executive government?

(d)

Is it necessary to clarify / codify (either by constitutional amendment or otherwise) the
abilities of the High Court to intervene in the legislative process, particularly in
relation to bills which are passing through the complex section 57 or section 129
mechanisms? It may be desirable to allow certain persons with an interest in the
legislative process (perhaps opposition or minority party members of parliament) to
have standing to bring such actions where failure to make such allowance may result
in questionable legislative practices by the majority in parliament, effectively
controlled by the executive. (In relation to sections 57 and 128 of the Constitution in
particular, it may be worth considering whether any amendments are necessary to
clarify the operation of the sections 39 . This would make it easier for the Court to
determine whether the provisions of the section in question had been / or were likely
to be contravened in a particular case.)

182 CLR 104, 147; Australian Capital Television Limited v Commonwealth (1992) 108
ALR 577, 630 (per Dawson J) and 666 (per McHugh J).
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See, for example, Street, H and Brazier, R. (eds), deSmith Constitutional and Administrative
Law (5 ed) Penguin: United Kingdom, 45; Cooray, L.J.M. (above), 101.
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It should be borne in mind in such a discussion that the application of the separation of powers doctrine at
the Commonwealth level in Australia is itself a result of constitutional implication. See The
Boilermaker's Case.
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For example, consideration perhaps should be given to amending sections 57 and 128 in relation to the
meaning of "failure to pass" so that there can be greater certainty as to whether relevant three month
intervals have elapsed (see the PMA Case).
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